My exchange semester in the USA
Classes
The US educational system has the minimum or almost no hierarchy and often the communication is very
informal. You can ask professor whatever you want, not fearing your question might sound stupid. I
typically had 8 to 16 people in my classes, at the beginning of every course everyone must introduce
themselves, mentioning: their background, the purpose of taking the course and some unique fact about
them. That brings people together and creates a friendly atmosphere. All the teachers knew me by name
and mentioned a couple of things about my country. So, when we discussed outsourcing at SAP class the
teacher turned to me saying: “Ah! You’re from Belarus, I know outsourcing is big in there”. Had I been
drinking anything, would probably choke because the fact that a person in US would know something
about my small country on the other corner of the world was a huge surprise. Also, there is very much of
a diversity, both in terms of age and nationality: at least 40% of every class were non-US.
US classes are usually not theory-intense and relaxed. In Innsbruck being an Information systems student,
I often had to submit papers reviewing other scientific literature and theoretical concepts. Most of the
papers I submitted in US are projects, strategy papers, journals and business plans – that are based on the
practical application of the knowledge.
Grading in US is way easier than in Europe, that puts bigger picture of bigger importance than the smaller
details. You got everything done and it met the requirements – you get an A. You won’t get subtracted
any points for those minor 2 ambiguous statements in the main part. While Austria favors precision, US
stands for making people understand what they are doing and why. Good thing about Information
systems program in Innsbruck is that you’ll get a lot of technical skills while US will make you understand
the impact IT interventions have on a business. Bad thing was that sometimes classes in US weren’t
challenging enough and a lot of homework had routine, repetitive tasks.
Exams are spread out during the semester: some classes have a midterm and a final which take 20% of
the total grade meaning that the rest consists of the homework, attendance (ah yes, it’s mandatory there)
and term papers. One of the classes had 5 exams each weighing 20% of the grade.

Campus
Campus at UNO is literally a small city within a city, that contains all the university buildings, dorms,
parking and other facilities together. That was the reason for my going to the city center (“Downtown”)
once or twice a week, because all the student life is happening in the campus.
After the classes I’d go to the library to study, read a book, revise my German (which no wonder I partially
lost after 4 months in US) or just Facebook with my friends from Innsbruck. The library is huge, with a lot
of space, power outlets, soft couches, free computers and laptops for rent, vending machines and
Starbucks – everything that will make you wanna stay there until the end of the day. All the literature is
in English, which was a great advantage for me.
All the UNO students (including the exchange students) are entitled for free admission in the wellness
center. You can work out as much as you want, swim, use sauna, hot tub, play team sports, do rock
climbing or just chill at the massage chair.

Housing
Housing will take most of the spendings of a prospective student in the USA and is also a bit different to
that in Austria.
The university of Nebraska has 2 campuses with a couple of dorms on them: University Village, Maverick
Village, Scott Village, Newman Center etc. The short-term rental contracts for exchange students are only
available at University village. The application process is simple: you submit your request via an online
form, pay the deposit of 200 USD + 60 USD handling fee and wait for the answer. I got mine in 3 days.
Then students are offered to search a roommate via another, Roommate Match platform. I didn’t use it
and was randomly matched with 3 American girls.
Unlike in Austria, where a student residence is one mass housing building, in US they are called “student
villages”, a group of small 3-floor houses, each of 12 flats. A typical flat has 4 rooms, a kitchen, 2
bathrooms and a living room. An important detail, smoking and drinking is strictly prohibited within the
campus territory and an innocent bottle of wine standing in the cupboard can cost you 100 USD fine. That
was something that surprised me during my first 3 weeks in US, after having lived for 1 year in WIST
dormitory in Innsbruck where student partied every day and Weisssauer was the main attribute of the
daily routine.

Events and university culture
If you ever watched a typical American movie about the college life, you’d probably know about the huge
sports culture there. There are teams of football, soccer, hockey, cricket, swimming, and any other sports
you can imagine (I even met a guy who played in a Freesbie team). The cheerleaders are the same as in
the movies, too 😊
All the admissions for students to any university sports events is free: just show your student ID, and
you’re in. If you show up 1 hour before the game, you can enjoy a hotdog bar with soda and chips, and
grab some university swag like bells, t-shirts, wristbands with logo. It’s a bon tone to wear a Uni T-shirt to
show your support, even if you don’t understand the rules of the game.
Every uni has a specific name for its students. So, we at University of Nebraska at Omaha were called
Mavericks, and the slogan says: “goMavs!” You find it on Instagram hashtags, Tshirts, brochures,
promotional booklets, stickers and emails that you get.
Together with the sports teams there’s also a school orchestra, sororities, fraternities, buddy programs
and various organisations that will help students be a part of a group and enjoy their university
experience.

Spendings
So, how much will a US exchange student typically spend?
Visa: 160 USD application fee + 180 USD obligatory registration in a SEVIS migration system + 20 USD for
picture and translations + additional cost to travel to the Embassy in Vienna. I could apply in both Austria
and my home country, and I’ve chosen the latter to save on a trip while visiting my family in Minsk.
Flight: 750 USD return ticket from Munich (I think I found the cheapest possible option, because it can get
as expensive as 1500 USD)

Basic accommodation on campus: 2850 USD + 60 USD application fee + 25 USD activity fee (which
everybody is required to pay on arrival). Living off campus in a shared flat
Insurance: all the exchange students are required to be insured in US, which is 1000 USD for 4 months of
the stay. It’s possible to waive it if you have a reliable insurance in Austria that has offices in US and meets
a loooong list of requirements. Neither me nor any other exchange students from UIBK and MCI didn’t
manage to find one, so we had to pay the whole amount.
Tuition fee: NONE. However, exchange students still pay small additional fees.
Additional university fees (library, etc): around 300 USD
Books and software licenses: 55 USD (10 USD for a book + 45 USD for SAP license). I was lucky, but on
business majors it can get up to 200 USD, and it’s a good idea to purchase a used book at Amazon, rent it,
or team up for downloading one piece for all.
Food: groceries at ALDI were the cheapest and healthiest option, which cost me around 30 USD per week.
Eating out is approximately 30% more expensive than in Innsbruck and I can’t say it’s a good idea to use
it that often as a student. UNO school cafeterias and bars are slightly more expensive than those at Uni
Innsbruck and not healthy.
Transportation: public transport in Omaha is free with the UNO student ID. However, the network is not
as spread as in Europe, and the bike infrastructure is not that good, so you’d most likely need to pay for
UBER or Lyft to get to many places.
Supplies: around 100 USD for the bed sheets, pillow, comforter, stationery, home appliances,
toiletries etc.
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